General Meeting

Please plan to attend our next General Meeting, April 26th, 10:00 Clubhouse 3, Dining Room 1

Happy Hour

You've heard of the Village Games? Now YOUR LWYC presents…

The LWYC Gamemanship!
Crew vs. Skippers
Who will prevail?
Come to Happy Hour, April 12 5-7 pm
2400 Via Mariposa West, Rec Room to find out!
Fine Print: Only one knot is involved!
Hint: Cle_t H_tch

LET THE SMACK TALK BEGIN!
All members and prospective members welcome. Bring an hors d’oeuvre to share, we’ll provide the wine, beer and soft drinks.

Come join in the fun and camaraderie!

Hiatus Day Sails

The Club boat "Hiatus" sails daily, Mon - Fri, and Commodore Lloyd sails "LaChasse" on Saturday or Sunday. Members, please check the LWYC website calendar at lwyachtclub.com, to find which skipper to call to reserve a spot on a day-sail. Click ‘Calendar’ in the menu on the left of the home page and then click the skipper name to find the skipper’s contact information.

"The Pacific Marine Mammal Center Rescues, Rehabilitates And Releases Marine Mammals And Inspires Ocean Stewardship Through Research, Education And Collaboration."

Did you know we have a world renowned marine mammal rehabilitation center right in our own backyard?

The Pacific Marine Mammal Center (PMMC), on Laguna Canyon Rd. was the first marine mammal rehabilitation facility in California and was established prior to the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972. In fact, the Pacific Marine Mammal Center began as Friends of the Sea Lion in 1971 with only three volunteers.

Today, with a staff of 15 and countless volunteers, this first class facility is currently caring for 59 patients - 41 California Sea Lions, 14 Northern Elephant Seals and 4 Pacific Harbor Seals. This is about triple the amount that staffers treated this time last year and they have been working nearly around the clock to care for these stranded, sick, malnourished and often injured marine mammals. PMMC has also responded to a concerning amount of dolphin stranding, 12 so far in 2019.

Susan Matthews, Education Coordinator at PMMC, will speak at the Friday, April 26 General Meeting of the Laguna Woods Yacht Club. Please join us in Clubhouse 3, Dining Room 1 at 10 a.m. for the opportunity to learn more about our local marine mammals, why more of them are becoming sick, what PMMC is doing to deal with the increase, how they rehab and release those mammals that can be saved and what YOU can do to help!
PMCC Pics... (just look at these faces!)
Hiatus Whale sails!